“We are all quite emotional about it, not for the amount of hours we have put in, not for our
own satisfaction, its the fact that the village, where we all live is going to get an amazing new
Community Centre that EVERYONE can use and enjoy, that THEY can be proud of and
that will last for years to come.”

ST BRIDE’S CENTRE,
OUR JOURNEY:
How we transformed the future

of our Community Centre.
OUR JOURNEY
It all began back in 2007, when our Community Centre
was not meeting the needs of our community. The centre
was run down, some of the spaces were not ideal and we
realised that if something wasn’t done soon, we were in
danger of losing it. Time to start developing some ideas.

Its not easy to compress 4 years of work into
this short guide but its a start. Maybe we will
tell the whole story of our adventure into
redeveloping our community centre one day but for
now we are going to enjoy the fact that works about
to start and have just a little bit of a rest!

A Brief HISTORY
And we mean brief! St Bride’s Centre was constructed as a school in 1876
and housed the village’s Junior Secondary School until it was bought by
the Church of Scotland. Until 16 years ago, it served as the local Church
Hall and enjoyed the same stereotypical characteristics of many halls up
and down the country such as leaky roofs, inadequate heating systems
and as many types of rot and damp that you might be able to think of. It
was refurbished in 1998 but the works failed to address key issues such as
water ingress and rot and serious action was required. The current band
of hardy volunteers seriously started considering work on the centre over
4 years ago and a lot has happened in that time!

GROWING YOUR IDEAS
For an idea to really work it has to be needed! Sometimes folks (we’ve
done it) see a funding pot emerge and try to develop projects to fit the
funding, powering ahead without really thinking, ‘do we need this?’, ‘does
the community want this?’ and ‘what are we really trying to achieve?’! If the
wider community is not behind you, it’s going to be tough going. There will
always be a few cynics who moan and may even dismiss your idea, but if
the majority back your project that is a great starting point. We all knew St.
Bride’s was the focal point of the village; many groups make it their home
and it’s used on a daily basis by hundreds of people. Yet it was falling down
around us. We knew we were on to a good idea but that was just our
perception – we needed more robust evidence. We received a grant from
The Big Lottery Fund to undertake a feasibility study to provide that much
needed evidence base.

TIME
All we wanted to do when we first came up with
our idea was to get it done - and ideally within
a year. That was never going to happen. These
projects take a long time - and that’s actually
really important. We’re glad we took our time.
We have a much more robust and (yippee)
successful project because of it. We listened to
the professionals. At our first meeting with a
Lottery officer, he suggested we sort out some
local conflicts and animosities and aim to get
people working towards a common goal. We did
this (or at least tried to!).
We also visited other successful projects projects such as the CatStrand and the Addiewell
‘Pitstop’. We listened, asked questions and took
on board some of the issues they’d had. The bad
points often have significance! Every little bit of
information we could get, we took hold of and
acted on. It all takes time, a long time, but getting
to the end is so rewarding and the final result will
be much improved as a result.

FEASIBILITY AND ENGAGEMENT
Employing external consultants makes people uneasy – us too. But that initial consultation and feasibility
exercise produced the solid foundations for us to be able to take our project to the next level. A
professional team came in and took our ideas to the wider community through a series of one to one
interviews and facilitated workshops. They even came to our local Gala Day to canvas opinion. They
looked at other similar facilities in the area, appraised the various options available to us and gauged
whether our project was appropriate. This left us with a robust report and stage 1 business plan that
demonstrated how vital the Centre was and how it could sustain itself in the longer term. This stood us
in good stead.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

YOUR DESIGN TEAM

On a project of this scale you’ll need help and guidance and the
Big Lottery Fund (BIG) has a structured application process to help
you deal with this. Rot, drainage, asbestos and building condition
surveys were all required at an early stage and a design feasibility
study really helped us to focus on the function of the building and
the use of space.

You must get this right. It is so important. We’ve been
really fortunate with our firm of architects and they’ve
been a joy to work alongside. A proper tendering process
is essential to meet the requirements of funders and we
reduced initial submissions from six firms down to three
who we then interviewed. Nothing beats meeting people
face to face. After all, you are going to be in very regular
contact with these people for potentially the next 2 to 3
years.

We funded this work through our own reserves and community
benefit monies from a local opencast coal operation. For the more
detailed design work, we were able to use the information already
gathered to inform a ‘Technical Assistance’ application to BIG. This
allowed us to appoint a design team to work with us to develop
design proposals which would make St. Bride’s fit for the 21st
Century – with sustainability and functionality at the heart. This
work took us through the planning and building warrant stages.
We received a grant of £73,000 for this phase.

Our chosen Architects were a firm called Archial who,
straight from the off, were able to get as excited as we
were about our project. The initial scribbles that Russell,
our main contact, did at our first meeting, still form the
basis of our redevelopment today.
We have formed a good relationship with them and
they have gone above and beyond their remit to help
us out, meeting our often tight timescales and facilitating
community meetings.
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TO BUY OR NOT TO BUY
The group had always rented the St Brides Centre from the Church of Scotland for a small annual amount but funding
policies dictated that we required owning the building in order to access grants. This is when it can be quite scary - owning
a building and taking responsibility for everything that goes with that. But we stuck with it, took advice and took the plunge
and luckily for us the Church of Scotland sold to the group for a nominal amount.
However, we didn’t bargain for the sleepless nights and wrangling with solicitors to get the legal side sorted out. This was
a huge headache but we can look back on it now satisfied that it was the right decision to make.

GETTING YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER

WHAT ARE WE CHANGING

Douglas St Bride’s Community Group (that’s us) began
its life as a constituted group and Registered Charity.
This gave us, as Committee Members, very little
protection if anything were to go wrong. Part of our
Technical Assistance package from BIG was to provide
training and support to set ourselves up as a Company
Limited by Guarantee with Charitable Status. This gives
us a much higher degree of protection, assuming we
act within the law, and takes some of the weight off
our shoulders at least. This was facilitated by a legal
firm on our behalf.

The aim of our redevelopment was to get the Centre
watertight, make better use of space and achieve our
outcomes. To do this we are having a whole new roof
(it leaks badly) and a glass skylight fitted to increase
natural light. We are installing a gym (which was the
most asked for item by the community) and we will
run this to increase our profits. There is going to be
a dance studio that is a multifunctional space for many
other groups.

PARTNERSHIPS
It’s good to make friends. We have met with and
introduced ourselves to so many people to try and make
this happen. We have built relationships with people
so that they can understand our enthusiasm and the
need for the project. We have worked with and tried
to involve and inform as wide a variety of people as
we can. We have written letters asking for support for
the project, produced newsletters and delivered them
through doors to keep the community informed, we’ve
held open days, site visits and hosted walk-throughs,
we’ve consulted repeatedly, held planning meetings we’ve made every attempt to let everyone know what’s
happening and allow them to contribute - and its paid
off.

There is a meeting room and two smaller offices for
local businesses and groups to use such as Citizens
Advice.
There is a dedicated childcare space with an enclosed
outside area attached and a new shower and changing
room area.
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The Main Hall is going to opened up with a glass wall
that means it can be opened up into the central cafe
area creating a more dynamic space for events. The
kitchen has been relocated to behind the hall making it
much more usable to groups, this is also used by Social
Work who place some of the clients at the cafe and
pay us rent to use it as a training facility.
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Centre Development Co-ordinator

Douglas St. Bride’s Community Group wishes to recruit an
enthusiastic individual to assist them manage plans to redevelop
St. Bride’s Centre, an important community asset in the rural
village of Douglas. The suitable candidate will have the drive,
passion and determination to help the group steer this exciting
project forward. They will be able to demonstrate relevant project
management experience and have a successful track record of
delivering quality outputs within a tight timescale.
A key component of the work will be liaising and directing the
project design team, and providing a communication link between
the Community Group and appointed professionals. You will
also be responsible for developing new management systems to
ensure the smooth operation of the facility.

MORE HELP
We soon realised, even as early as the feasibility
study phase, that our project was going to take a
huge amount of time and effort to bring to fruition.
We were all willing to give up hours of our own time
(hundreds of hours in the end!) to see this project
through but we realised that it would not be physically
possible for us to do this whilst balancing our full time
jobs as well. Part of our Technical Assistance grant
from BIG included funding for the employment of a
Development Officer, who was to be with us for one
year, full time, to support our own efforts in taking the
project through to the second stage, full application. If
we had not had this support we still think we would
have got there, but maybe another few years down
the line!
We again went through the correct and robust
procedures of advertising the post and interviewing,
before appointing Iain. Iain became a keen member of
our team, providing an much needed man-power for
the project. Funding, design team liaison and generally
just being the main contact for the project was his
remit. The biggest efforts go in to trying to coordinate
everything and ensuring funding, legal requirements,
planning consents etc. can come together at the right
time! It’s is a tough job. We’d advise seeking funding
for an officer at this stage – but remember their
remit is project specific and not transferable to other
activities. You will need someone who is efficient,
organised, hardworking, able to work on their own
and who understands community development
processes. Iain was such a valuable resource that we
actually employed him for a further 6 months using
our own reserves. He’s at the top of the guest list for
our grand opening.

The post is for a 35 hour working week and is funded initially for
twelve months. The salary is £22,000 per annum pro rata. Closing
date for applications is noon on 22nd June 2009.
For a detailed job description or further
information please call 01555 851440.
To apply, please send a C.V., including
a statement of no more than 300 words
detailing why you are best suited for this
post, to: Robert Wilson, Secretary, Douglas
St. Bride’s Community Group, 9A Addison
Drive, Douglas, Lanark ML11 0PZ

GET YOUR BUSINESS HEADS ON
As a group of Trustees we have had to get our head
round to running the Centre, more in the form of
a business. We know we cannot rely on grantfunding to keep the place running, so even before
the redevelopment we have looked at the figures,
measured our energy usage, analysed how the hall is
used and put in place systems that help us manage
this.
We know what months we need to improve usage
and where we need to make savings but this all has
to be finely balanced with still providing reasonably
priced lets for our local users. We want to become
much more diverse in what we do and cater for a
wider range of groups of users. This is why we are
using the space in the hall in different ways.
We have also increased our income through a local
Charity Shop run by volunteers that brings in a vital
income to keep costs down and our green measures
for the new building will bring our running costs.
We really do want to be self sufficient in running our
centre.

FUNDING
The dreaded world of funding! When our architects
came back with a project cost of over £1 million it
seemed daunting, scary and nigh on impossible - but
it was! Throughout the whole project we were so
determined and positive it was going to happen that
we didn’t let that large figure deter us. Funding is a
chicken and egg situation and until we had the large
amount from BIG in place few other funders came
on board.
We sent off many applications that were rejected
but we just kept on going. The option to stop
when you’ve reached a certain level of funding and
reduce costs is always there but it’s important not to
compromise on quality. We wanted a facility that we
could be proud of, that would last and be attractive.
Some funders are easier to deal with than others.
The BIG application is a huge amount of work but
their processes put you in a strong position to feel
confident that you have covered all the bases. The
European Regional Development Funding we have
is a more complex process and at times difficult to
understand. The nature of the support we received to
access this funding has been a little unpredictable but
the local authority is the lead partner on this element
which has taken the pressure off slightly. Smaller
applications to Private Trusts and local sources such
as community benefits from energy developments are
easier to access. We also spoke with local MP’s, MSP’s
and other local representatives to get them on board
and fight our corner and we are on good terms with
our local authority. At the end of the day it’s up to
you to keep going and remain positive. Our funding
package is now complete and secure.
The community have joined in the fund raising as well,
from sponsored bike rides to Concerts, other groups
have donated to the hall project from their fundraising
and we have used a large amount of our own income
to pay for legal fees and keeping Iain in post.

OUR POT
OF GOLD
Total Project
Funds Raised
£1,361,583.30

ReDevelopment
£1,027,277.84
Our Income
£18,000
Technical Ass
£73,000
Biomass
£160,000
Fundraising
£7888.25
Laptops, Website
£6798.75
Surveys
£8337.50
Awards for All
£5500
Car Park
£45,000
Feasibility
£9781

You, the Volunteers
We are a mixed bunch, with a variety of skills but with a common goal: determined to see our project
succeed. Our group is open and transparent and we tell folks everything – even when things go wrong.
It’s the best way to manage expectations. We range from 25 to nearly 80 and there are 10 of us. Some
things which might come in handy include someone with a wide range of contacts and who is well
networked, accounting skills, marketing skills, IT skills, community development experience and a wise
head or three! A couple of our Directors have a Community Development background and that has
helped us in terms of being able to listen to and meet the needs of the wider community. A wider group
of volunteers exists in all the groups that use the centre and we have regularly met with them to seek
their views and opinions. In turn, they have rewarded us with fund-raising events and donations. More
widely, the community as a whole has stepped up to the mark, holding fund raising events, coming along
to support our own fundraising efforts, sponsoring events, cooking and baking for sales and concerts
etc. Every bit of enthusiasm for the project has been bottled up and used however we can. Don’t
underestimate the value of the wider community in helping you get there.

THE UNFORSEEN

OUTCOMES

Things are always cropping up that we hadn’t thought
of or didn’t know but we learn from this and carry on.

Outcomes are the word of the moment and they are important.
They are what your whole project is based around and what
you will eventually have to prove your project has achieved.
The Lottery guidelines are clear and very helpful, are Lotttery
outcomes are listed below. Keep them printed out and close to
hand and always refer back to them, it helps to remind yourself
when you get carried away or fed up what you are aiming to
achieve.

Lawyers: One thing we overlooked were the legal
costs of setting up the Company, the lawyer’s
fees for transfer of ownership and other bits of
paperwork. We have also found some law firms are
more experienced in this sort of work than others.
Securities: When you own a building but are given
large amounts of public funding, funders will want
some sort of security in place in case the project
or group fails. This is another legal remit we did not
bargain for. Time: We knew developing our project
would be a lot of work but maybe not quite the
amount of work we’ve all put in. Be prepared for the
long haul. Stress: Yes, it is stressful. There have been
many sleepless nights because at the end of the day
you have promised something to the community and
want to be able to deliver it. Procedures: There are
procedures which must be followed for tendering,
advertising, appointing contractors etc. Read the small
print of all funding documentation. Documentation:
Keep everything; paper work, emails, copies of
applications, signed documentation. You will need
all of this and more at some point. The Moaners:
There will always be a few people who, regardless
of what you do, will moan, complain and even be
obstructive. This is particularly hard to deal with but
as long as you are confident that your processes have
been transparent and open and that the community
has been engaged and is supportive then it’s possible
(just!) to rise above it.

Outcome 1: As a result of the redevelopment of the St Brides
Centre, 1600 residents from Douglas and the surrounding
areas will have increased and sustainable access to services and
amenities that better meet their needs by June 2011.
Outcome 2: The redevelopment of the Dt Bride’s Centre will
provide the community of Douglas with more opportunities to
be enterprising and self-reliant through increased rental income
provided by greater Centre usage and the development of new
income streams generating £33,000 of non-grant income by
June 2012
Outcome 3: The redeveloped St Bride’s Centre will provide
200 opportunities per year beginning June 2011 for people
to enhance their skills, knowledge and confidence through

GOING GREEN
As well as securing funding for the redevelopment we’ve also managed to install a Biomass District Heating System. This
£160,000 project funded by Community Energy Scotland and South Lanarkshire Council is believed to be the first of
its kind in Scotland.
Douglas St Bride’s Community Group now has a trading subsidiary, Douglas Community Ecoheat, that provides heat
to the Centre but also sells heat to the local Bowling Club and St Brides Church on a not for profit basis. This is now
operational and will hopefully reduce our heating bills in the future, reducing our carbon footprint in the process. The
Ecoheat group have directors from The Community Group, the Bowling Green and The Church and they run this project
and report back to the main Group at meetings. It has been a very steep learning curve for everyone and involved
a huge amount of research but we are extemely proud that this has been achieved alongside the main development.
We are also installing photovoltaic panels on the roof of the Centre and increased insulation and the use of natural light
has been built into the design to minimise our environmental impact.

It would be impossible to give you the full story in this brief summary.
Keep an eye on our new website at www.stbridescentre.co.uk and
we’ll gradually start to upload some useful stuff there. You can also
sign up for our enewsletter and follow our project build there!

If you want to ask a question or are after
some advice or maybe even want to visit
then send us an email.
hello@stbridescentre.co.uk

Oh, AND BY THE WAY!
We also managed to purchase the car park adjacent to the Centre,
raising £40,000 to have it re-surfaced and landscaped. The local
authority has now adopted it and is maintaining it. A grant from a
local community benefit pot supported the landscaping of the area
around the car park. We’ve also recently launched our new website
and purchased new IT infrastructure for the new facility. Additional
funding for new staging for the refurbished hall and a catering kitchen
has also been secured. Not bad, hey!

AND THERES MORE
This isn’t the end of our work. We are seeking
revenue funding for a post to manage the centre
in its first year of operation. This person’s role will
be to put in place a management and volunteering
structure to enable us to function fully without
on-going revenue support in the future. We are
also constantly looking at ways of enhancing our
turnover but at the same time keeping costs down
for local people so that they can continue to enjoy
our facilities. We operate a small charity shop which
provides a reliable income stream and are looking to
develop that side of our business. We’ve also got
our eye on a couple of potential projects which we
may focus on next…

THE UPS AND DOWNS
There is no getting away from it there are downs to this sort of
work, it can be soul-destroying when you are knocked back from
applications or things are going wrong, you have missed deadlines or
are just plain fed up with it but (and its a big BUT) getting through
to the other side and realizing that you have got there, is the most
rewarding and satisfying feeling. We still can’t quite believe work is
about to start and we have secured over £1 million funding.
Infact, we are all quite emotional about it, not for the amount of
hours we have put in, not for our own satisfaction, its the fact
that the village where we all live is going to get an amazing new
Community Centre that EVERYONE can use and enjoy, that they
will be proud of and that will last for years to come.
Now we can look forward to 9 months of building and then finally
opening the doors to our new Centre.
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